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Jerry has a traumatic past that leaves him subject to psychotic hallucinations and depressive episodes. When
he stands accused of stealing a priceless Van Gogh painting, he goes underground, where he develops an
unwilling relationship with a woman who believes that the voices she hears are from God. Involuntarily
entangled in the illicit world of sex-trafficking amongst the Hollywood elite, and on a mission to find
redemption for a haunting series of events from the past, Jerry is thrust into a genuinely shocking and
outrageously funny quest to uncover the truth and atone for historical sins. 

A complex, page-turning psychological thriller, riddled with twists and turns, Epiphany Jones is also a
superb dark comedy with a powerful emotional core. You'll laugh when you know you shouldn't, be moved
when you least expect it and, most importantly, never look at Hollywood, celebrity or sex in the same way
again. This is an extraordinary debut from a fresh, exceptional new talent.
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From reader reviews:

Kyle Raya:

The book Epiphany Jones can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. So just why must we leave the best thing like a book Epiphany Jones? Some of you
have a different opinion about e-book. But one aim this book can give many information for us. It is
absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or information that you take for that,
you may give for each other; you can share all of these. Book Epiphany Jones has simple shape but you
know: it has great and massive function for you. You can look the enormous world by available and read a e-
book. So it is very wonderful.

Merry Springs:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want something to
explain what your own problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't
have spare time to do others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have free time? What did
you do? Every person has many questions above. They must answer that question since just their can do that
will. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on
pre-school until university need that Epiphany Jones to read.

Wayne Sutphin:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider while those information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now is taking
seriously which one is appropriate to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you
obtain the unstable resource then you understand it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage
for you. All of those possibilities will not happen within you if you take Epiphany Jones as the daily resource
information.

Jessica Hodgkins:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get wide range
of stress from both daily life and work. So , if we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely of
course. People is human not a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are there when the spare
time coming to anyone of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading textbooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the actual book you have read will
be Epiphany Jones.
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